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Abstract:
Donald Trump won the American presidency in 2016 by over-performing expectations in upper
Midwest states, surprising even Republican political elites. We argue that attitudes toward social
change were an underappreciated dividing line between supporters of Trump and Hillary Clinton
as well as between Republicans at the mass and elite levels. We introduce a concept and measure
of aversion to (or acceptance of) social diversification and value change, assess the prevalence of
these attitudes in the mass public and among political elites, and demonstrate its effects on
support for Trump. Our research uses paired surveys of Michigan’s adult population and
community of political elites in the Fall of 2016. Aversion to social change is strongly predictive
of support for Trump at the mass level, even among racial minorities. But attitudes are far more
accepting of social change among elites than the public and aversion to social change is not a
factor explaining elite Trump support. If elites were as averse to social change as the electorate—
and if that attitude mattered to their vote choice—they might have been as supportive of Trump.
Views of social change were not as strongly related to congressional voting choices.

Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential election victory relied on unexpected success in
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. The victories caught political observers in each state off
guard, as even Republican elected officials were not confident of victory. Post-election
explanations focused on the relative influence of racial and economic attitudes in driving Trump
support, especially among white working-class voters in the upper Midwest. Trump’s victory
also raised questions about increasing divides between mass and elite opinion, as he defeated far
more experienced challengers in the Republican primary and in the general election, despite
high-profile defections from conservative intellectuals and elected officials.
We introduce an important dividing line between supporters of Trump and Hillary
Clinton as well as between elites and the mass public: their attitudes toward social change.
American society is quickly diversifying and publicly accommodating a broadening array of
ethnic groups and familial lifestyles. Some citizens, and most elites, see diversification and value
change as signs of progress. But others see social change as undermining American cultural
traditions and values. The 2016 presidential race highlighted these differences. Clinton
announced her campaign with a video celebrating diverse faces and experiences. She selected a
campaign theme, “Stronger Together,” that endorsed unity through diversity and critiqued
Trump’s campaign as divisive. Trump’s theme, “Make America Great Again,” emphasized a
return to an earlier era, when the country was less diverse and (thought to be) more proudly
patriotic, criticizing immigration and global openness. We measure attitudes toward social
change with a new survey question scale tapping aversion to (or acceptance of) social
diversification and value change. We assess the distribution of these attitudes in the mass public
and among political elites and analyze their effects on support for Trump.
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Our research uses paired surveys of Michigan’s adult population and its community of
state government insiders in the Fall of 2016. Michigan was a major site of Trump’s unexpected
strength, moving from a nine percentage point victory for Barack Obama in 2012 to a narrow
victory for Trump. It is home to a sizeable population of white working-class voters and has
endured economic challenges alongside social diversification. The state’s community of political
elites, which we define as state government insiders around Lansing, including state legislative
and administrative staff and policy advocates, has been shaped by union and corporate influence,
a moralistic political culture, and a series of relatively moderate and technocratic governors.
We find that aversion to social change is strongly predictive of support for Trump at the
mass level, but not among political elites. If elites were as averse to social change as their base in
the mass public—and if those attitudes similarly determined their candidate support—they might
have been just as supportive of Trump.
Aversion to social change is related to but distinguishable from racial resentment (which
invokes specific attitudes toward African-American advancement), authoritarianism (measured
as parenting attitudes), and ethnocentrism (including attitudes toward Latinos and Muslims). It
constitutes views of the perceived high-pace movement from traditional values to more diverse
ideas and groups. We find that aversion to social change predicts Trump support independently
of any of these factors (as well as independently of party identification, ideology, religiosity, and
economic attitudes). But it may also offer a broader category that encapsulates but extends racial
resentment beyond specific views on African-Americans—even providing a mechanism for
Trump support among racial minorities and whites without ethnocentric views. Unlike related
attitudes, aversion to change can help predict vote choice even among minority voters – among
whom Trump performed better than the previous Republican nominee (Griffin, Teixeira, and
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Halpin 2017). Whereas racial resentment and ethnocentrism may tap into attitudes toward
specific groups, considerations about those groups in particular are not the only views American
voters bring to mind when making political decisions. By treating attitudes toward diversity and
social change in general as a broader construct that transcends specific groups, we are able to
capture voters’ orientations toward the diversifying effects of increasing racial, religious, and
sexual minorities as well as other ongoing challenges to social hierarchies.
Attitudes toward social change also provide a key mechanism for understanding elitemass divides within the Republican Party as well as the potential for lost Democratic votes in the
upper Midwest. Republican Party elites in Michigan do not share the attitudes of their base on
social change. Conservative ideological symbols are often able to paper over differences in issue
attitudes, providing a broader tent to hold together disparate views—but that can leave
Republican elites blindsided by the virulent social concerns of their base. Democrats, on the
other hand, were caught off guard this year by defections from white working-class supporters. If
aversion to social change drew voters to Trump, Clinton’s diversity-themed campaign and
attacks on Trump for offensive comments toward minorities may have even helped raise the
salience of these issues, making them more important in voter defections.

Understanding Support for Donald Trump
How did a gaffe-prone and scandal-plagued inexperienced politician win the American
presidency? The question has already provoked a cottage industry of books, commentary, and
scholarship. Although it is important to understand Trump’s specific strengths and weaknesses,
universal election models may still offer straightforward answers. Political science prediction
models based on factors like economic growth and presidential approval performed well,
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especially in predicting Clinton’s popular vote victory margin.1 The party in the presidency faced
its normal disadvantage after two consecutive victories (Abramowitz 2016). Errors in polling
were limited to a few states and were less dramatic than in prior elections.2
Despite a historically unique Republican candidate, many of the same factors that matter
in every election also explained 2016 vote choices. More than 90 percent of Republican and
Democratic identifiers ended up supporting their party’s candidate.3 Supermajorities of 2012
Mitt Romney and Barack Obama supporters continued to vote for the same party’s nominee in
2016.4 Traditional demographic divides between the parties continued or accelerated, with more
support for Clinton among racial minorities, women, and youth and more support for Trump
among frequent church attenders.5
Yet the overwhelmingly regional nature of Trump’s gains over Romney’s level of
support underscore the importance of some 2016-specific factors. Election commentary has
focused on economic and racial concerns, with most evidence finding racial attitudes mattered
more than economic views (Sides, Tesler, and Vavreck 2017). More starkly, some commentators
point to the role of ethnocentrism, including feeling more warmly toward whites than racial
minorities or Muslims (Kteily and Bruneau 2017). Other scholars have explained Trump support
as a product of authoritarian parenting attitudes, such as preferring obedience from children over
self-reliance (Morgan and Shanahan 2017).
Quantitative studies of Trump support have most consistently shown the effects of racial
resentment.6 The racial resentment scale measures attitudes regarding African-American
progress, however, leading commentators to question how it can explain the choices of voters
moving from supporting the first African-American president to voting for Trump. In fact,
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Trump’s campaign rhetoric was actually quite positive about African-Americans; his negative
messages were focused on recent Latino immigrants and Muslims (Lamont et al. Forthcoming).
Qualitative commentary on Trump support has emphasized white working-class
grievances, drawing from prior studies of rural Wisconsin (Cramer 2016), Youngstown, Ohio
(Gest 2016), and Louisiana (Hochschild 2016) as well as worldwide studies of the rise of rightwing populism (Judis 2016). These studies emphasize a blend of racial resentment, economic
pressure, nationalism, nostalgia, anti-elitism, and feelings of “being left behind” in driving rightwing attitudes and voting.
Our introduction of aversion to change as an important variable is meant to draw from
these qualitative accounts and from the messages developed by each presidential campaign
(presumably using information about what would likely appeal to swing voters). Aversion to a
diversifying country might be seen as a broader encapsulation of resentment that is less specific
to African-Americans and more consistent with European party divisions. The two American
parties appear to be polarizing on a “national identity” dimension used in studies of international
parties, where one party advocates “toleration and social and political equality” for minorities
over assimilation and the other favors “defense and promotion of the majority national identity
and culture.” (from the Democratic Accountability and Linkages Project 2014; for American
party placement, see Grossmann and Hopkins 2016).
The concept of aversion to change encapsulates a voter’s defensive response to forces
perceived as threatening the values, hierarchies, and shared cultural ties that have traditionally
held powerful roles in society. Studies in American voting behavior have identified value
orientations and group loyalties as stable, long-term predispositions shaped by socialization
during preadulthood within the context of particular historical cleavages (Berelson, Lazarsfeld,
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and McPhee 1954; Campbell et al 1960; Jennings and Niemi 1968). In the symbolic politics
tradition, racial group attachments and affect toward minorities have been shown to influence
issue preferences and voting behavior, even where no tangible consequence for a voter’s own
personal life is at stake (Sears et al 1980, Kinder and Sears 1981). Voters’ responses on the basis
of such predispositions are emotional, habitual, and symbolic (Sears, Hensler, and Speer 1979).
Scholars have shown that many core political orientations have become increasingly
“racialized,” or correlated with symbolic racial attitudes, especially when there is “a natural
associative link between policy substance and feelings toward the groups who benefit from
them” (Tesler 2012). As social groups and associated ideas about identity and society gain and
lose status over time, we can expect gut-level reactions from individuals depending on their
symbolic orientations. Whereas the traditional literature has extensively examined the role of
specific racial attitudes, these same processes should also be at work for a broader range of
political symbols and value orientations. When voters perceive that preferred groups or values
are losing ground, they may feel averse to the evolution of the existing social order.
Aversion to change may also be tied to prior concepts of patriotism or collective
narcissism (Federico and Golec de Zavala forthcoming) or views of American identity (Feldman
and Stenner 1997). It could be one manifestation of the broader “core political values” of
Americans (Goren 2005), including values like “blind patriotism” or “traditional morality,” or to
the cross-national “moral foundations” (Haidt 2012) of political attitudes, such as “loyalty” to a
national in-group or “authority” and respect for tradition.
But aversion to social change should also be seen as a longstanding and fundamental
aspect of American conservatism. In the founding mission statement of conservative movement
periodical National Review, William F. Buckley argued that conservatism “stands athwart
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history, yelling Stop” at a time of “radical social experimentation” (Buckley 1955). Social
traditionalism was long seen as one of the three legs of the conservative movement stool.
Granted, a thrice-married and crude reality-television star seems like an odd standard bearer for a
movement associated with religious orthodoxy. But social traditionalism has long mixed moral
values and racial attitudes; recent exemplars of these mixed opponents of social diversification
include Patrick Buchanan and the paleoconservatives (Hawley 2016) and Tea Party supporters
(Parker and Barreto 2013).
These past combinations of social and racial conservatism were reactions against
diversification and value change, motivated by perceptions that a culture war was being lost to
liberals and newcomers. Prior research shows that perceived threats can activate underlying
emotions like anxiety (Albertson and Gadarian 2015) or views of the social hierarchy (Levin et
al. 2002). When Whites are reminded that they will soon be a racial minority, those high in
ethnic identification become more supportive of Trump (Major et al. Forthcoming) and perceive
more discrimination against Whites and less against racial minorities (Craig and Richeson 2017).
The 2016 election context likely linked these concerns. Trump’s nostalgic message and open
hostility to immigration gave aversion to social change greater political importance, especially
when compared to Clinton’s message of celebrating diversity and pluralism.
Aversion to change could also be a reflection of personality dimensions related to open or
closed viewpoints (Johnston, Lavine, and Federico 2017), such as openness to new experience
(Gosling et al. 2003), openness versus conservation (Schwartz 1992), the need for cognitive
closure (Pierro et al. 2002), risk aversion (Kam 2012), or cosmopolitanism (Jackman and
Vavreck 2011). Our concept can be placed in the same category as these underlying
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psychological dimensions, but it is specified as a more proximate political attitude combining
traditional conservative predispositions with the current political context of social diversification.

Understanding Mass-Elite Divides
In addition to investigating the determinants of vote choice in a single presidential
election, our aim is to further understand divides between voters in the American mass public
and political elites. Trump won despite overwhelming opposition from Republican elites in the
primary, even though high-profile political science research suggested that was unlikely (Cohen
et al. 2008) and faced unprecedented elite dissention in the general election, losing support from
sitting Republican Members of Congress and leading conservative intellectuals and obtaining
only two endorsements from the nation’s 100 largest newspapers.
These mass-elite divides could be partially a product of demographics. Political elites are
much more highly educated, on average, than members of the mass public—important in an
election where education divides were amplified. Political elites also may be less religious or
better off financially than the mass public. It is important to understand where political elites
differ and whether or not these political attitude differences are rooted in demographics.
We argue that aversion to social change is an important factor explaining mass-elite
political divides. There are strong theoretical reasons to expect differences between political
elites and the mass public in the impact of social and racial variables – including aversion to
change – as well. First, formal education and cognitive sophistication, of which we would expect
to find higher-than-typical levels among political elites, have been shown to enhance tolerance
toward nonconformist groups (Bobo and Licari 1989). Second, political elites who work in and
around government, building coalitions and serving broad constituencies, may be more likely to
have regular positive interpersonal contact with members of diverse groups – another factor that
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reduces prejudice toward outgroups (Pettigrew and Tropp 2006). Third, by working in and
around government political elites possess the ability to exercise far more control over social
changes than a typical voter, and individuals who have greater control over an aversive or painful
event – in this case, shifting values and balances of power – frequently experience less anxiety
about it (Miller 1979). Fourth, there is a long history of elites leading first in the liberalization of
racial attitudes (Schickler 2016). The 2016 election may be another example of a mass public
that has not caught up with elite views on diversity.
There are also historical reasons to expect social views to differ in impact between
political elites and the mass public. The Republican Party has long had activists and elected
officials who prize economic policy more than social issues, even though its popular base often
has the reverse issue prioritization (Grossmann and Hopkins 2016). The Party has successfully
integrated prior right-wing populist constituencies, such as those surrounding the John Birch
Society and the Christian Right, even as its elected officials have tried to temper their social
views. Most recently, the Tea Party was divided between financial and party leadership backers
that were concerned about economic policy and government overreach (Skocpol and Williamson
2016) and a popular base more concerned with ethnic diversification and immigration (Parker
and Barreto 2013). We thus expect substantial differences in the level of aversion to social
change among Republican elites and those in the public, matching their differences on racial
attitudes. Political elites are also directly engaged in policymaking, where the agenda is
overwhelmingly economic, so they may be less inclined to support candidates on the basis of
their racial and social views. Republican elites have long been far more focused on tax and
budget issues than their base. If government officials do not share the aversion to social change
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of the mass public, it may explain why they were less supportive of Trump’s message and illequipped to see Trump’s victory coming.

Methodology
Our data for mass public attitudes come from Redacted’s Redacted, a quarterly telephone
survey that uses a stratified random sample of active landline and cellular phones in the state of
Michigan. The Redacted included a total of 1,010 interviews conducted between September 1
and November 13, 2016, with 985 of these taking place on or before Election Day (November 8).
We use data weighted by phone type, education, age, race, sex, and region. Complete
methodological details of the survey, including instruments and documentation, can be found at
Redacted.
The corresponding data for political elites were gathered as part of the Redacted, a
regular panel survey of the state policy community conducted electronically by Redacted in
conjunction with the Redacted. Members of the target population – legislative and administrative
staff, interest group leaders, and lobbyists – were recruited by e-mail to join the panel, and a total
of 533 insiders participated in at least one round of the online survey between September 1 and
November 1, 2016. Methodological details can be found at Redacted.
We sought to assess the relationship between attitudes toward social change and vote
preference. Our measure of aversion to change is an additive scale made up of two components –
respondents’ level of agreement with a pair of statements about changing cultural values:
(1) “Our country is changing too fast, undermining traditional American values.”
(2) “By accepting diverse cultures and lifestyles, our country is steadily improving.”
Respondents to the two surveys were presented with these statements and asked to indicate
whether they strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree. The online survey of political
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insiders included a “Neither Agree nor Disagree” option, whereas the telephone survey of the
general population permitted participants to volunteer this option. We reverse the direction of the
second question, so that higher values indicate more aversion to social change (less acceptance).
Combining these two items, aversion to change is a 9-point scale coded to range from 0 to 1,
with higher values corresponding to more unfavorable attitudes toward social change.
Our major dependent variable of interest, vote preference, is a three-category ordinal
variable created from a survey item asking respondents which of the two major candidates they
most support for the presidency in 2016. Each of these variables takes on a value of 0 if the
respondent preferred Clinton, a value of 1 if the respondent preferred Trump, and a value of 0.5
if the respondent preferred another candidate or could not decide. A similar variable records the
respondent’s preference between the major party candidates in their local congressional election.
Our measure of authoritarian attitudes is based on a measure used by Feldman and
Stenner (1997). We constructed a three-point scale from 0 to 1 from two binary items that asked
respondents to choose which of a given pair of personal qualities is more important for a child to
have: obedience versus self-reliance, and independence versus respect for elders. Preference for
obedience and respect for elders were considered the more authoritarian choices.
Our measure of racial resentment is a nine-point scale from 0 to 1 constructed from
respondents’ reported level of agreement or disagreement with two statements about race – one
positing that African Americans should overcome prejudice and work their way up without any
special favors like some other minority groups did, and one (coded in the opposite direction)
positing that generations of slavery and discrimination make it difficult for African Americans to
work their way up financially. Higher values indicate higher levels of resentment.
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Ethnocentrism is measured using a set of “feeling thermometer” questions for particular
racial and religious groups, comparing the respondent’s rating of whites to their rating of blacks,
Hispanics and Latinos, and Muslims. In particular, the variable is coded as the average difference
between the score given by the respondent to “whites” and the score the respondent gave to each
of the three minority groups (rescaled from 0 to 1). Minority respondents are coded as having
values of 0 on this ethnocentrism scale. Calculating the ethnocentrism of non-white respondents
the same way does not change our conclusions in any significant way.
As a result of data availability, economic optimism is measured differently for political
insiders and the mass public. Among insiders, optimism is measured by averaging the
respondent’s subjective assessment of the United States economy and the respondent’s
subjective assessment of Michigan’s economy, each on a five-point scale from “very bad” to
“very good.” Among the general population, economic optimism was measured with a scale
combining six subjective economic assessments: changes to the respondent’s personal financial
situation in the past year, an evaluation of the respondent’s current financial situation, and
anticipated changes to: the respondent’s personal financial situation, the unemployment situation
in the country, the rate of inflation in the country, and business conditions in the community.
Both scales range from 0 to 1. Removing this variable does not significantly change any results.
Our demographic control variables included: party and ideology (coded as seven-point
scales where 0 = Strong Republican or Very Conservative and 1 = Strong Democrat or Very
Liberal), age (a three-category variable where 0 = less than 25 years old, 0.5 = 25 to 59 years
old, and 1 = 60 years old or more), and binary variables for self-identified black respondents,
white respondents, education (1 = college degree or more, 0 = otherwise), and sex (1 = female).
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Aversion to Social Change as an Important Political Division
Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for each of the two aversion to change components,
along with their association. The items represent a reasonable scale; the correlation between
them is somewhat low, in part because the statements which respondents were asked to evaluate
intentionally endorsed opposite positions on social change, in order to avoid categorizing people
who are just likely to agree with survey items generally as being on one side of the scale or the
other (a phenomenon known as “acquiescence bias” – see Wright 1975). Respondents who were
merely acquiescing to these items would have reported seemingly contradictory attitudes,
thereby driving down the correlation between the two components.7
[Table 1 Here]
Figure 1 depicts the distribution of elite and mass opinion on the combined aversion to
change scale for different partisan groups, and reveals some stark differences between the
general population and political elites in terms of their orientation toward social change. In
particular, most – roughly 70 percent – of the political insiders fall to the left of the middle point
(toward the “openness to change” end of the scale), whereas the general population is dispersed
much more broadly across the full spectrum. About 44 percent of the full general population is
rated as more averse than open to social change, compared to just 11 percent of political insiders.
That is a stark divide, and it is especially pronounced within the Republican party. The median
positions staked out by elites and non-elites in the Party are on opposite sides of the issue.
[Figure 1 Here]
Table 2 outlines the demographic-based differences in aversion to change in each the two
surveys. The subgroups likely to be more averse to social change are Trump supporters,
Republicans, conservatives, older people, and those with no college degree or lower incomes.
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Blacks were, on average, even more averse to social change than whites, consistent with research
highlighting their conservative political attitudes on many traditional social issues (Pew Research
Center 2017, Newport 2008). Besides the differences among particular subgroups, one of the
most glaring divides shown in Table 2 is the one between elites and the general population.
Within every demographic group shown, members of the mass public reported more aversion to
change, on average, than political elites. Moreover, the magnitude of the mass-elite divide is
substantial in comparison to differences between other groups. Social change attitudes among
Republican insiders, for example, are far more similar to those of Democratic insiders than even
those of their fellow Republicans in the general population.
[Table 2 Here]
The difference in aversion to change among insiders and the general population is large,
relative to mass-elite divides on other attitudes. This is evident in Table 3, which reports
comparative statistics for aversion to change and several other attitudinal items that appeared on
both surveys. The variables in the table are listed in descending order by the size of the
difference between the insiders’ mean and the general population mean. The mass-elite divide on
aversion to change is approximately as large as the mass-elite divide in racial resentment and
even larger than the corresponding divides on attitudes about Muslims, Barack Obama, blacks,
and the police, but it is less than the divide on authoritarian parenting attitudes.8 Thus,
orientations toward cultural changes and traditional values comprise a substantial source of
disagreement between the elite political establishment that largely resisted Donald Trump’s
candidacy and the mass public that was far more willing to embrace it.
[Table 3 Here]
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Explaining Vote Choice with Aversion to Change
Michigan political insiders were far less likely than members of the Michigan public to
support Trump in the general election, as shown in Figure 2. The side-by-side histograms show
the contrasting distribution of vote choice between the two groups, with over a third (36 percent)
of respondents in the general population supporting Trump – double his level of support (18
percent) among our panel of insiders. Both populations contained a sizable proportion of
uncommitted voters who refused to choose between the two main candidates. These
distributions, of course, contain less support for Trump than materialized on Election Day in
Michigan. Re-analysis of our dataset and other state surveys suggested that undecided voters
moved toward Trump, especially in the campaign’s closing week.9
Both insiders and the public expected a Clinton victory. Figure 3 shows that an
overwhelming majority of each population predicted Clinton would win the state and the
Electoral College, but the general population was approximately four times more likely to predict
Trump’s victory. Respondents’ expectations about the outcome were highly predicted by their
preference between the candidates, except that Clinton supporters were more optimistic about
her chances of victory than Trump supporters were of his.
[Figures 2 & 3 Here]
We argued that attitudes toward social change may have influenced vote choice in the
2016 elections, by increasing Trump’s support among those who held change-averse attitudes.
Figure 4 illustrates the bivariate relationships between the individual aversion to change
components and self-reported vote preference among the mass public. Responses to each of the
two items display a strong near-linear relationship with the probability of supporting Trump and
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Clinton. In each case, those who gave more change-averse responses were increasingly likely to
prefer Trump and decreasingly likely to prefer Clinton.
[Figure 4 Here]
Table 4 reports three multivariate models predicting vote preferences in 2016. Model 1
reports the ordered logistic regression for presidential vote among political insiders, Model 2
reports the same model for the general population, and Model 3 uses the same independent
variables to predict the general population’s support for the Republican or Democratic candidate
in a respondent’s congressional race. Even after controlling for other factors thought to influence
voting behavior, greater aversion to change significantly predicts the likelihood of supporting
Trump.10 It is also a (less strong) predictor of support for the Republican candidate in a
respondent’s House election but is not a significant predictor of insider opinion in the
presidential race. The mass-elite divide seems to extend not only to change-averse attitudes
themselves, but also to the linkage between those attitudes and vote choice. But, the lack of a
statistically significant effect among elites may be an artifact of the very small proportion of
insider respondents who scored highly on the aversion to change scale. In either case, the
evidence suggests that aversion to change can help explain Trump’s support with the masses
better than his support with political elites.11 Ethnocentrism, however, also has a stronger effect
in predicting public support for Trump than in predicting political elite support.
[Table 4 Here]
Results for the other variables mostly conform to traditional expectations. Support for
Republican candidates is associated with stronger identification with the Republican Party and
conservative ideology, being male, higher levels of racial resentment and ethnocentrism, and less
economic optimism (although these relationships were not all statistically significant). One
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counterintuitive result is the significant and negative relationship between Trump support and
authoritarian attitudes. We suspect this shows that any positive effects of authoritarianism among
Trump voters were rooted specifically in the racial and social attitudes that are captured
separately in these models. Many of the ideas Donald Trump promoted that have sometimes
been categorized as “authoritarian” – such as building a wall along the Mexican border (Pierce
2016) and a travel ban for people from predominantly Muslim countries (Taub 2017) – pertained
to asserting control over racial and religious outgroups. Respondents’ orientation toward this
particular brand of purported authoritarian views would be captured by the aversion to change,
ethnocentrism, and racial resentment variables. Indeed, when these three variables are removed
from the model, authoritarianism has a significant and positive relationship with Trump support.
Likewise, the negative coefficients for the White dummy variable in all three models
(compared to the excluded category of not White or Black) depend on whether the racial attitude
variables are included. When the effects of aversion to change, racial resentment, and
ethnocentrism are not included, White has a positive coefficient. This suggests that the positive
effects of being White on Trump support may be fully explained by the distinct racial and social
views of Whites and minorities. Religiosity also does not have a significant effect and the sign is
negative for the public model predicting Trump support; any positive effects are likely already
incorporated in partisanship.
Because all variables were scaled to range from 0 to 1, comparing the magnitudes of the
coefficients in Table 4 can help assess the relative substantive significance of particular
variables. Among the general population, the relationship between aversion to change and
presidential vote choice is among the largest in the model, behind only partisan identification and
ethnocentrism. Its coefficient is markedly larger than many variables which are commonly
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mentioned in popular explanations Trump support – including economic attitudes, racial
resentment, authoritarianism, and college education. In Model 3, the aversion to change
coefficient is again among the largest, behind only party, ideology, and ethnocentrism.
Importantly, we found no difference in the impact of aversion to change on vote choice
across racial groups in the mass public. Our findings are robust across racial groups. Table 5
reports the results of the presidential vote preference model separately for white and non-white
respondents in the general population. Aversion to change remains a large and significant
predictor of vote preference among both white and non-white voters (with a larger coefficient for
racial minorities). Among African-Americans specifically, racial resentment does not predict
vote choice or aversion to change, yet aversion to change does help predict vote choice.
[Table 5 Here]
We also tested these relationships in a series of simplified models that included aversion
to change, racial resentment, authoritarianism, ethnocentrism, and ideology while omitting the
other control variables. As the results in Table 6 show, our conclusions do not rely on particular
demographic controls – aversion to change remains a statistically significant and comparatively
large predictor of Trump support (and of support for Republican Congressional candidates)
among the general population, but is not statistically related to vote choice among insiders.
Insiders and the mass public starkly differed not only in the extent to which they expressed
change-averse attitudes, but also in the extent to which those attitudes entered their decision
calculus when choosing between Trump and Clinton.
[Table 6 Here]
This is particularly apparent when the relationships are quantified as a predicted
probability of voting for Trump. Using the equations from Models 1 and 2 in Table 4, Figure 5
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reports the simulated predicted probabilities of hypothetical Republican, Independent, and
Democrat voters from each population supporting Trump, at different levels of aversion to
change (with all other variables held at their means). The shaded regions represent 95 percent
confidence bands. Among the general population, the substantive effect of change-averse
attitudes is quite large – for a pure Independent it is associated with an increased chance of
voting for Trump from less than 10 percent to more than 60 percent, over the full range of the
variable. Even for a strong Republican, aversion to change alone can independently account for a
roughly 40 percentage point increase in the simulated probability of voting for Trump. Among
political elites, however, none of the confidence bands exclude the possibility of a horizontal line
– that is, a constant probability of supporting Trump at all values of aversion to change.
[Figure 5 Here]

Determinants of Aversion to Change and Impact of Mass Attitudes
Even if aversion to change helps explain vote choice, change-averse attitudes may be
partially a product of demographic and attitudinal differences. Table 7 reports the results of OLS
models predicting aversion to change among political insiders and within the general population.
The model explains little variation among insiders (R2 = .153), but substantial variation within
the public (R2 = .435). Among the general population, we find that aversion to change is
significantly predicted by stronger Republican Party identification as well as higher levels of
authoritarianism, ethnocentrism, racial resentment, and age. Among insiders, it is only predicted
by more conservative ideology.
[Table 7 Here]
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By leveraging these findings, we can flesh out the potential role of aversion to change if
political insiders were subject to the same mechanisms as the public in determining these
attitudes and their impact. We simulated the expected distribution of vote choice among insiders
if the same factors that drove the general population also moved elites by the same magnitudes
and directions. Specifically, we first used the equation from Table 7 Model 2, along with the
observed values of the independent variables among political elites, to generate a simulated
aversion to change variable that predicts each insider respondent’s attitude toward social change
if it was determined the same way as for a member of the general population. Next, we plugged
the simulated aversion to change variable into Model 2 from Table 4, along with the observed
values of the rest of the independent variables among political elites, to generate simulated
values of the dependent variable (vote preference). Table 8 reports the results of this simulation,
along with the observed distribution of candidate support for insiders and the general population.
[Table 8 Here]
The results show that mass-elite differences in the determinants and consequences of
change-averse attitudes can help explain much of the difference in support for Trump between
elites and the public. The observed insider population originally favored Clinton over Trump by
a margin of 62.6% - 17.8%. Simulating their predicted support using the determinants and
impact of aversion to change apparent in the general population, the predicted margin drops to
47.1% - 38.0%, which comes close to the observed margin of support among the general
population (46.3% - 35.8%). Aversion to change appears to be a key part of the explanation for
mass-elite divides on views toward Trump.

Aversion to Change and Racial Resentment
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Of course, aversion to change is related to other important attitudes that affect Trump
support. In particular, it may be productively conceived of as a new component of the same
underlying attitudes that produce racial resentment. Table 9 compares the Cronbach’s Alpha
scores for each of the two separate scales, along with one that combines the two into a single
social-racial scale. The combined scale exhibits high consistency, and diagnostics show that
aversion to change and racial resentment could indeed be modeled as the same underlying
variable or dimension, even though they each predict vote preferences independently.
[Table 9 Here]
Table 10 returns to the vote choice models, but substitutes this combined scale of racial
resentment and aversion to change in place of the two separate measures. The results confirm
again that such attitudes have a significant effect on support for Trump versus Clinton. The
combined scale shows more similarity in impact across the mass public and elites, suggesting
that elites holding racially resentful views (though less numerous than those in the general
population) might be similar to those holding change-averse views in the public. The versions of
the model with the combined scale also show weaker relationships between voter preferences
and ethnocentrism, partisanship, and ideology. The combined scale of social and racial views
may thus better pick up some of the indirect effects of these variables.
[Table 10 Here]
One plausible reading of our evidence is that aversion to change is part of a broader set of
attitudes toward diversity that includes both African-American-specific resentment and an
uneasiness about social diversification more broadly. But each scale remains a strong and
significant predictor of Trump support individually. Attitudes related to diversification and social
change matter for vote choice, whether they are best conceived as a component of racial and
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social attitudes or as a distinct factor that can influence even those who lack negative attitudes
about African-American advancement.
There remain several theoretical reasons to treat aversion to change as a distinct concept:
(1) it has long been part of the traditional composition of conservative values, (2) it is consistent
with international left-right divides, and (3) it was specifically selected by both 2016 presidential
campaigns as an important part of their messaging. Including aversion to change as a separate
influence on vote choice can also help explain how Trump gained some racial minority support.
A powerful advantage of our broader conceptualization is that it can explain the high levels of
aversion to diversification even among racial minorities, including African-Americans.

Understanding Partisan and Mass-Elite Divides in Support for Donald Trump
American society is quickly diversifying, with White Christians becoming a minority
after a long period of demographic and cultural dominance (Jones 2016). Technological and
social change is also diversifying our lifestyles and values—along with our attitudes toward
minority behaviors. These trends are important sources of political attitude change, with clear
potential consequences for party polarization (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2006) and racial
and social attitudes (Major et al. Forthcoming; Craig and Richeson 2017). Globalization,
economic dislocation, and increasing cross-country migration is affecting politics worldwide,
possibly causing a rise in right-wing populist backlash (Judis 2016). Yet American social
traditionalism has always had a unique character, with strong support and associations with
conservative values despite no European feudal tradition. From the beginning, American social
traditionalism has also been tied to racial attitudes, often associated with the South and
sometimes used as a cover for cruder racial views.
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Despite being widely seen as important context for the rise of Trump and the increasing
racial and geographic polarization of the American party system, aversion to social change and
diversification has not been a key factor investigated in models of Trump support. We are
hopeful that the concept and measure we introduced here can be further developed and tested to
see if it helps to explain both changes in voter support for the parties and the particular
constituency that backed Trump in 2016 and remains key to his coalition.
The shock associated with the 2016 election’s results is hardly that a Republican won—
or even that the parties are increasingly dividing based on attitudes toward diversity, further
shifting the white working class in the upper Midwest toward Republicans. The unique aspect is
that Trump won with so little elite support, with many Republican elected officials and party
activists harboring doubts about him. Trump’s election is hardly the first manifestation of a deep
divide between Republican supporters in the mass public and their governing leadership, but it
highlighted the gulf in their views—especially on the importance of accepting the increasing
minority population in the United States and continuing social upheaval. In many ways, the
political elites want to accept and adjust to social change, whereas the Republican base wants to
continue to fight it.
Our evidence, though hardly the final word on the determinants of Trump support or
mass-elite divides, does codify some new and important lessons. First, the public is much more
averse to social change and diversification than political elites, with an especially stark
Republican divide (at least in one pivotal state). Second, aversion to social change is associated
with support for Trump in 2016 and its low levels among political elites help explain Republican
elite defections. The mass-elite differences are so large that simulating an elite population with
the public’s same determinants of aversion to change and its same impact on voting explains
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most of the divide in support for Trump between elites and the public. Third, although these
attitudes are related to racial resentment, ethnocentrism, ideology, partisanship, and
authoritarianism, they have an independent role in driving political attitudes.
Of course, we were unable to measure and distinguish among all views that might
correlate with aversion to social change and support for Trump. Future tests may want to include
immigration attitudes (Abrajano and Hajnal 2015), self-perception as moral standard bearer
(Skitka and Mullen 2002), or patriotism. Aversion to social change should also be distinguished
from “core political values” like equal opportunity, traditional family values, and moral tolerance
(Goren 2005) and “moral foundations” such as values placed on individual harm and fairness
over binding loyalty, authority, and sanctity (Haidt 2012). Researchers could simultaneously
measure notions of what it means to be an American (Feldman and Stenner 1997), “collective
narcissism” about the nation’s superiority and international threats to it (Federico and Golec de
Zavala forthcoming), or “cosmopolitanism,” such as willingness to try new foods and travel
(Jackman and Vavreck 2011). Aversion to social change could also be seen as part of a spectrum
of personality types from “open” to “closed” (Johnston, Lavine, and Federico 2017) that
incorporates variables like “openness to new experience” (Gosling et al. 2003), openness to
change versus conservation (Schwartz 1992), general risk aversion (Kam 2012), or need for
cognitive closure (Pierro et al. 2002). The 2016 campaign context could also be compared
against other perceived threats, which can enhance the impact of anxiety (Albertson and
Gadarian 2015) or social dominance orientation (Levin et al. 2002).
Like all models of vote choice conducted in the heat of an election campaign, we cannot
be sure that any of these variables—including the aversion to change measure we introduce—are
causally prior to other factors in determining the vote. Just as it could be that Trump fans adopted
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more racially resentful or ethnocentric views after their support for Trump was assured (even
possibly by hearing it directly from Trump), it is possible that citizens learned that they
perceived America as changing too fast or becoming too diverse as they adopted the views of
politicians they already supported. But it is unlikely that the candidates were only shaping voter
views, rather than responding to them. Many prior viewpoints related to attitudes toward social
change, such as core political values, have been shown to be quite stable and “largely, though not
entirely, immune to the influence of short-term political forces” like the rhetoric of particular
candidates (Goren 2005). Our findings suggest that several of these underlying views have
crystalized into a broader set of attitudes toward social change and diversification, with their
effects amplified by the current political context.
The Trump campaign began as a rebuttal to increasing immigration and the perceived
evolution of “politically correct” values, melding the international positions and rhetoric of rightwing nativist parties with traditional American paleoconservatism (see Hawley 2016; Green
2017). The Clinton campaign likewise saw its best opening in a forthright championing of racial,
religious, and sexual diversity well beyond any tried by presidential candidates heretofore—
accompanied by a blistering ad campaign highlighting Trump’s insults against all kinds of
minority groups (Fowler, Ridout, and Franz 2017; Allen and Parnes 2017). The candidates surely
helped Americans along in their increasing divide on attitudes toward social change and
diversity, but they were also reflecting the concerns of their supporters and the best perceived
opportunities to persuade swing voters.
The qualitative literature on the political evolution of the white working class—the key
pivotal constituency in 2016—suggests that these attitudes were there to exploit before Trump’s
rise and are important in the evolution of the parties (Cramer 2016; Gest 2016; Hochschild
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2016). An enlarged role for attitudes toward social change also helps explain how Trump could
consolidate mass Republican support alongside his smaller unique constituency, even while
losing support from hundreds of elected officials in his own party and conservative movement
regulars. The mass base of the Republican Party is conservative in self-identification and broad
values but does not uniformly support the (mostly economic) policy positions of its
congressional leadership (Grossmann and Hopkins 2016). Trump won over religious,
nationalistic, and small government conservatives in the public without touting many of the elite
positions often assumed to be their priorities. He did so by “yelling Stop” at the increasingly
diversifying society they are encountering and the threats to traditions they perceive, promising
to return us to a “great” American yesteryear.
1

For a review of forecasting model results, see “How Accurate Were the Political Science

Forecasts of the 2016 Presidential Election?” at the University of Virginia Center for Politics.
<http://www.centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/articles/how-accurate-were-the-political-scienceforecasts-of-the-2016-presidential-election/>
2

Carl Bialik and Harry Enten, “The Polls Missed Trump: We Asked Pollster’s Why,”

FiveThirtyEight. <https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-polls-missed-trump-we-askedpollsters-why/>
3

Based on data from the American National Election Studies, matching several other surveys.

See Lynn Vavreck, “The Ways the 2016 Election Was Perfectly Normal,” Nytimes The Upshot.
<https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/01/upshot/the-ways-that-the-2016-election-was-perfectlynormal.html?_r=0>
4

For a summary of multiple data sources, see Larry Sabato, “Just How Many Obama 2012-

Trump 2016 Voters Were There?” at the University of Virginia Center for Politics.
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<http://www.centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/articles/just-how-many-obama-2012-trump-2016voters-were-there/?upm_export=print>
5

Final exit poll breakdowns are available from CNN at:

<http://www.cnn.com/election/results/exit-polls>
6

For a review, see Michael Tesler, “Views about race mattered more in electing Trump than in

electing Obama,” The Monkey Cage. < https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkeycage/wp/2016/11/22/peoples-views-about-race-mattered-more-in-electing-trump-than-inelecting-obama/?utm_term=.f2397547a542>
7

The correlation between the two items may also be lower because they tap into distinct, yet

related, attitudes toward change. Whereas the “accepting diverse cultures” item references
multiculturalism explicitly, the “country changing too fast” item is more general – it blames the
country’s rapid changes for an erosion of traditional values without specifying exactly what has
changed or which values are under challenge. The first item has a slightly closer relationship
with political attitudes such as party, ideology, and issue preferences, while the second has a
slightly closer relationship with affect toward particular racial, ethnic, and religious outgroups.
8

Although the divide for authoritarian attitudes is even larger, it does not explain why support

for Trump was much higher among the general population compared to elites. We show later (in
Table 4) that authoritarian attitudes are actually negatively correlated with Trump support after
controlling for aversion to change and other relevant variables.
9

Our re-analysis of these survey data did not reach a definitive answer as to what caused

Trump’s unexpected victory, but did evaluate some other potential explanations. See Redacted.
A report by the American Association for Public Opinion Research, incorporating our survey
data, also reviewed several explanations but suggested a last-minute move toward Trump. See <
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http://www.aapor.org/Education-Resources/Reports/An-Evaluation-of-2016-Election-Polls-inthe-U-S.aspx>.
10

One plausible explanation for the relationship between aversion to change and vote choice

might be that engaged voters were simply responding to the cues sent by the rhetoric of the 2016
presidential candidates, which prominently emphasized views toward diverse cultures and
returning the country to some previously “great” status from which it had changed. We tested
this possibility with a version of our model that included an interaction term between aversion to
change and (folded) partisan strength, under the assumption that stronger partisans would be
more engaged with the campaign and likely to be heavily exposed to the candidates’ rhetoric. We
did not find evidence to support this explanation – the effect of aversion to change on vote
choice was not significantly different across different levels of partisan attachment.
11

We find some mixed evidence suggesting that education could help explain this divide.

Among members of the general population with a 4-year degree or less, aversion to change
continues to be significantly related to support for Trump (even when looking separately at those
with a high school diploma or less, those with some college but no degree, and those with a 4year degree). But among those with at least some post-graduate education, that effect disappears.
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Table 1: Summary of Aversion to Change Components
Component(s)
Change Undermines Values

Statistica
Mean
Median
Variance

Political Insiders
.511
.500
.086

General Population
.337
.250
.143

Accept Diverse Lifestyles

Mean
Median
Variance

.259
.250
.071
.106
.007

.356
.250
.125
.180
.152

Combined
a Both

r2
r2 (Whites, no degree)

components are coded such that higher values correspond to greater aversion to change
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Table 2: Aversion to Change Variable by Subgroup
Political Insiders

Subgroups
Overall

General Populationa

n
402

Mean
.373

Var.
.027

n
930

Mean
.532

Var.
.092

Candidate Support

Trump
Clinton

69
245

.413
.358

.033
.024

331
430

.709
.277

.062
.077

Party IDb

Republican
Democrat
Independent

159
174
34

.391
.351
.397

.031
.021
.030

320
440
144

.654
.432
.593

.071
.073
.092

Ideologyb

Conservative
Liberal
In the Middle

95
138
152

.408
.349
.372

.029
.019
.031

441
375
88

.622
.409
.577

.066
.102
.083

Race

White
Black
Other

352
24
10

.370
.448
.313

.026
.028
.032

776
75
52

.530
.572
.496

.102
.052
.073

Household Income

< $50,000
$50,000 - $99,999
$100,000 +

21
50
315

.394
.395
.364

.019
.033
.025

356
312
192

.567
.492
.442

.085
.096
.082

Education

No College Degree
College Degree

12
383

.354
.373

.036
.026

522
404

.566
.432

.089
.086

Age

18 – 30
31 - 65
> 65

26
324
33

.375
.362
.436

.024
.025
.037

150
552
375

.431
.556
.610

.072
.099
.074

a Sample

size is based on unweighted sample; means and variances were calculated on weighted data.
Independents and moderates who said they lean toward one party or ideology are coded here as belonging to
the closer party or ideology.
b
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Table 3: Mass-Elite Divides on Aversion to Change and Other Attitudinal Variables
Variablea
Authoritarianism
Racial Resentment

Political Insiders
Mean
95% CI
.413 (.382 - .444)
.377
(.346 - .409)

General Population
Mean
95% CI
.640 (.616 - .663)
.543
(.523 - .564)

|∆|b
.227
.166

Feeling Thermometer: Muslims
Obama Approval
Ethnocentrism
Feeling Thermometer: Blacks
Religiosity
Attitudes Toward Police

.676
.542
.448
.745
.431
.561

.578
.461
.408
.724
.445
.556

.098
.081
.040
.021
.014
.005

Aversion to Change

a All variables were
b

.373

(.357 - .389)
(.653 - .700)
(.512 - .572)
(.432 - .465)
(.725 - .765)
(.402 - .459)
(.545 - .577)

.532

(.512 - .551)
(.562 - .594)
(.438 - .483)
(.392 - .424)
(.709 - .740)
(.425 - .465)
(.535 - .577)

.159

re-scaled to range from 0 to 1 in order to facilitate direct comparisons

|∆| = |𝑥̅ ijkilmnk − 𝑥̅ pmjmnqr |
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Table 4. Ordered Logistic Regression Models of Vote Choice in 2016 Elections
Population:
Election:
Independent Variables
Aversion to Change
Racial Resentment
Authoritarianism
Ethnocentrism
Economic Optimism
Religiosity
Party ID
Ideology
College Degree
Age
White
Black
Female
Cut 1
Cut 2
N
% Preferring GOP
Pseudo R2

Model 1
Political Insiders
Presidential
Parameter
Estimates
-.02 (1.09)
2.19 (.73)
.57 (.52)
2.81 (3.11)
-1.09 (1.30)
.67 (.61)
-4.20 (.92)
-3.69 (1.24)
-1.67 (.91)
2.45 (1.08)
-.77 (1.91)
.30 (1.67)
-.73 (.46)
-2.00 (1.96)
.47 (1.95)
257
17.0%
.499

α
.98
.00
.27
.37
.40
.27
.00
.00
.07
.02
.69
.86
.11

Model 2
General Population
Presidential
Parameter
Estimates
3.07 (.42)
1.72 (.35)
-.77 (.31)
5.42 (1.58)
-.42 (.50)
-.21 (.32)
-5.36 (.44)
-.28 (.38)
-.18 (.22)
-.39 (.30)
-2.36 (.88)
-1.16 (.42)
-.67 (.19)
-2.18 (.66)
-.69 (.65)
817
35.8%
.434

Standard errors listed in parentheses. Significance level is P > |t|.

α
.00
.00
.01
.00
.40
.52
.00
.46
.41
.20
.01
.01
.00

Model 3
General Population
Congressional
Parameter
Estimates
1.26 (.40)
.26 (.35)
.53 (.29)
1.98 (1.46)
-.17 (.50)
.65 (.31)
-6.81 (.47)
-1.70 (.35)
.71 (.22)
-.55 (.30)
-.58 (.83)
-.75 (.40)
-.48 (.18)
-4.07 (.67)
-1.95 (.65)
826
30.7%
.448

α
.00

.45
.07
.17
.74

.04
.00
.00
.01

.07
.48
.06
.01
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Table 5. Presidential Vote Choice Models for Mass Public, by Race
Population:
Independent Variables
Aversion to Change
Racial Resentment
Authoritarianism
Ethnocentrism
Economic Optimism
Religiosity
Party ID
Ideology
College Degree
Age
Black
Female
Cut 1
Cut 2
N
Pseudo R2

Model 1
Whites
Parameter
Estimates
2.69 (.43)
1.78 (.38)
-.28 (1.48)
4.89 (.32)
-.35 (.53)
-.03 (.34)
-5.27 (.45)
-.09 (.41)
-.32 (.24)
-.23 (.33)

-1.05 (.20)
.27 (.93)
1.54 (.93)
715
.427

Model 2
Non-Whites
α
.00
.00
.38
.00
.52
.93
.00
.83
.19
.47
.00

Parameter
Estimates
5.20 (1.98)
1.95 (1.19)
-3.52 (1.22)

.19
-.65
-6.27
-3.27
-1.06
-1.33
-1.66
1.49
-4.63
-1.83

(1.84)
(1.14)
(1.78)
(1.50)
(.88)
(1.04)
(.90)
(.79)
(2.72)
(2.66)
102
.444

α
.00
.10

.00
.92
.57

.00
.03
.23
.20
.07
.06

Standard errors listed in parentheses. Significance level is P > |t|.
NOTE: Our measure of Ethnocentrism by definition takes on a value of 0
of all non-white respondents. However, calculating non-white
respondents’ ethnocentrism the same as white respondents does not
significantly affect our conclusions here.
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Table 6. Ordered Logistic Regression Models of Vote Choice in 2016 Elections, Simplified
Population:
Election:
Independent Variables
Aversion to Change
Racial Resentment
Authoritarianism
Ethnocentrism
Ideology

Cut 1
Cut 2
N
McFadden Pseudo R2

Model 1
Political Insiders
Presidential
Parameter
Estimates
.20 (.94)
3.23 (.59)
.77 (.45)
1.26 (1.27)
-6.59 (.96)

-.22 (.93)
1.84 (.94)
282
.408

α
.83
.00
.09
.32
.00

Model 2
General Population
Presidential
Parameter
Estimates
3.29 (.34)
1.81 (.29)
-1.24 (.26)
2.58 (.36)
-2.35 (.29)

1.64 (.30)
2.73 (.30)
853
.271

Standard errors listed in parentheses. Significance level is P > |t|.

α
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

Model 3
General Population
Congressional
Parameter
Estimates
1.93 (.30)
.61 (.27)
-.63 (.23)
2.28 (.34)
-3.44 (.27)

α
.00
.02
.01
.00
.00

-.07 (.26)
1.33 (.27)
863
.219
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Table 7. OLS Models of Aversion to Change among Political Insiders and the General Public
Population:
Independent Variables
Ideology
Party ID
Ethnocentrism
Racial Resentment
Authoritarianism
Religiosity
Age
College Degree
White
Black
Female
Constant
N
R2

Model 1
Political Insiders
Parameter Estimates
-.15 (.06)
.02 (.04)
.22 (.15)
-.05 (.04)
-.04 (.03)
.03 (.03)
.05 (.05)
-.00 (.06)
-.11 (.09)
.09 (.07)
-.01 (.02)
.43 (.10)
260
.153

α
.01
.63
.13
.26
.24
.40
.31
.95
.25
.25
.67
.00

Model 2
General Population
Parameter Estimates
α
-.06 (.08)
.44
-.22 (.05)
.00
.65 (.25)
.01
.27 (.05)
.00
.20 (.04)
.00
.04 (.04)
.25
.08 (.04)
.03
-.04 (.03)
.12
-.38 (.14)
.01
.10 (.07)
.13
.01 (.03)
.84
.37 (.08)
.00
826
.432
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Table 8. Simulated Distribution of Insider Trump Support with General Aversion to Change

Population

Clinton

Insiders (Simulated)

47.1%

Candidate Support
Trump
Other / Undecided

38.0%

14.9%

Insiders (Observed)
62.6%
17.8%
19.6%
General Population
46.3%
35.8%
17.9%
Simulated Insider support represents the predicted distribution of candidate
support among Political Insiders if their aversion to change – and its relationship
to vote choice – matched the general population.
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Table 9: Reliability of Aversion to Change and Racial Resentment Scales

Scale
Aversion to Change
Racial Resentment
Combined

Political Insiders
Cronbach’s
Alpha
.490
.804
.798

General Population
Cronbach’s
Alpha
.329
.622
.633
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Table 10. Models of Vote Choice with Combined Racial Resentment / Aversion to Change Scale
Population:
Election:
Independent Variables
Change / Resentment
Authoritarianism
Ethnocentrism
Economic Optimism
Religiosity
Party ID
Ideology
College Degree
Age
White
Black
Female
Cut 1
Cut 2
N
Pseudo R2

Model 1
Political Insiders
Presidential
Parameter
Estimates
3.10 (1.23)
.61 (.51)
3.28 (3.03)
-1.07 (1.30)
.55 (.60)
-.4.52 (.91)
-3.41 (.1.21)
-1.79 (.92)
2.48 (1.09)
-.67 (1.90)
.32 (1.69)
-.75 (.46)
-1.49 (1.97)
.91 (1.97)
257
.493

α
.01
.23
.28
.41
.36
.00
.01
.05
.02
.72
.85
.11

Model 2
General Population
Presidential
Parameter
Estimates
4.62 (.50)
-.67 (.30)
5.92 (.1.58)
-.47 (.50)
-.11 (.31)
-5.42 (.44)
-.30 (.38)
-.15 (.22)
-.37 (.30)
-2.70 (.88)
-1.00 (.41)
-.64 (.19)
-2.22 (.97)
-.74 (.96)
817
.432

Standard errors listed in parentheses. Significance level is P > |t|.

α
.00
.03
.00
.35
.72
.00
.43
.50
.22
.00
.02
.00

Model 3
General Population
Congressional
Parameter
Estimates
1.41 (.44)
.58 (.29)
2.36 (1.47)
-.22 (.50)
.70 (.30)
-6.87 (.47)
-1.69 (.34)
.73 (.22)
-.52 (.30)
-.84 (.83)
-.65 (.39)
-.45 (.18)
-4.13 (.67)
-2.02 (.65)
826
.447

α
.00
.04
.11
.66
.02
.00
.00
.01
.08
.31
.10
.01
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Figure 1: Distribution of Aversion to Change Variable, by Population and Party
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Figure 2: Distribution of Presidential Election Vote Choice, by Sample
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Figure 3. Distribution of Presidential Election Expectations, by Sample
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Figure 4. General Population Vote Choice, Across Range of Aversion to Change Components
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Figure 5: Predicted Probability of Supporting Trump, by Aversion to Social Change
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